
 

 

 

Princeton, New Jersey, United States 

Think important thoughts in this homage to a hero of 20th century architecture, Frank Lloyd 

Wright, a home created to be in harmony with its physical surroundings. 

http://www.christiesrealestate.com/eng/sales/detail/170-l-82251-1609261442416553/la-maison-de-verre-princeton-nj


 

Designed by a former Princeton University professor of modern architecture, 
William F Shellman, in keeping with Wright tradition of using a natural palette, it 
was built with earth-toned bricks and wood and copper accents. 

Dream Homes: A Princeton, New Jersey home on the market through Christie's Real 
Estate. 
 
Wood finishes throughout include flooring and fireplaces, with wide windows for 
plenty of natural light. 



Dream Homes: A Princeton, New Jersey home on the market through Christie's Real 
Estate. 
The home, marketed through Christie’s was built in the 1960s and updated in the 
1990s, preserving it, but bringing it into the 21st century. Updates included a cherry 
wood kitchen, a family room, and a glass-enclosed dining room. 

$7.9 million 

Sentosa, Singapore 

 

Dubbed ‘The Copper House’ for obvious (reddish, metallic) reasons and set on 
1672sqm, the home has a 40m ocean frontage on the Singaporean island of Sentosa. 

 
The Copper House Singapore is for sale with Christie's Real Estate. 

http://www.christiesrealestate.com/eng/sales/detail/170-l-78517-1606240918251647/the-copper-house-singapore-sg


 
The property offers 882sqm of living space, with the home’s design incorporating 
feng shui elements to create a work of art in which you can live. 

The Copper House Singapore is for sale with Christie's Real Estate. 
 
Marketed through Christie’s, it has six ensuite bedrooms, all with direct access to the 
pool, a 2000-bottle wine cellar with stainless steel cladding and triple-layer heated 
glass to prevent condensation, basement parking for eight cars, and a lift designed to 
look like a cut gem. 

The Copper House Singapore is for sale with Christie's Real Estate. 
 



To make the most of the uninterrupted sea views, the main living areas are on the 
second floor, with ramped access to the rooftop terrace, designed to resemble the 
deck of a yacht. 

$45 million 

London, United Kingdom 

With just 13 apartments on offer, the ultra-exclusive Artisan development is in a 
landmark Fitzrovia location, on the corner of Tottenham Court and Goodge roads, 
close to the West End, Soho and Regent’s Park. 

Artisan apartment development in London, for sale through Dukelease. 
 
It span the upper floor of five terraced buildings, each with a unique facade, with the 
homes inspired by the area’s history and artisan heritage. 

http://www.artisanlondon.com/


Artisan apartment development in London, for sale through Dukelease. 
 
Features include timber chevron flooring, Italian-designed kitchens, and thoughtful, 
innovative layouts to ensure functionality. Floor-to-ceiling windows allow for natural 
light, plus the opportunity to survey the bustling city. 

Artisan apartment development in London, for sale through Dukelease. 
 
In the development from Dukelease, three luxury penthouses are available, with up 
to 153sqm of living space. 



From $1.66 million 

 


